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OVERVIEW OF THE D & L SPORTS, INC. AR STYLE FIREARM

Congratulations!  You have just acquired a premium grade AR style firearm.  Your new D & L Sports, Inc. firearm has been 
handcrafted by D & L Sports, Inc.  Years of development, research and testing have all been factored into the features and reliable 
operation of this firearm.  This instruction manual has been provided to give you an overview of the operation and maintenance of 
the firearm for safe and proper use.  Following these instructions will help ensure the firearm performs properly for years to come.  
Prior to handling, loading and/or firing your new firearm, be sure to read and understand all safety rules and instructions completely.  
Failure to do so could result in serious injury, death, or property damage.

Caliber:  .223 cal/5.556 mm or .308 win/7.62 x 51 mm.  

Barrel Length:  16.5 to 24 inches

Overall Length:  approx. 33” for 16” model, 37” for 20” model and 41” for 24” model

Overall Weight:  CQB carbine approx. 7.5 lbs., 20” model approx. 8.5 lbs., and 24” H-Bar model approx. 9.5 lbs.















Only factory 
loaded ammunition from a reputable company in these designations should be used in the operation of your firearm! Be sure to only 

L Sports recommends the use of safe velocity, factory loaded ammunition only.  Below is a list of acceptable ammunition.  Failure 
to use proper ammunition is extremely dangerous and could cause serious injury or death, damage to your firearm, or cause your 

American made Milspec ammunition.



CAUTION:
Failure to use ammunition with crimped in primers, can lead to primers coming out of the cartridge case and severely locking up 
the firearm.  Failure to use cannelured bullets with a pointed tip can cause bullet set back, failure to feed and dangerous firing 
pressures.

DO NOT USE





(Consult D & L Sports for instructions and recommendations)







The adjustable buttstock is designed to be rock solid once adjusted and locked in place, rather than being a quickly adjustable 
stock with a looser fit.  The stock is adjustable in 1/2” increments by loosening the top locking set screws two turns counter-
clockwise, then removing the two large cross bolts completely (1st generation).  To loosen and remove the two large cross 
bolts, you will need two allen wrenches, one to operate each side of the cross bolt.  Once the top set screws are loosened and 
the cross bolts are removed, you can tap the shoulder piece forward or rear to suit your needs.  The 2nd generation stock only 
requires the removal of one cross bolt.  NOTE: You may have to trim a section off of the cheek piece if you want to move the 
shoulder piece forward.  Do not move the shoulder piece any further to the rear than the position where the cross bolts both 
have proper engagement with the buffer tube.

NOTE
inspection)





strip



the base from the magazine. Do not press against the primers.
or  removing









Your front sight has the capability to screw into the sight base (clockwise) or outward from the sight base (counterclockwise) 
to change the elevation of your point of impact on target.  To adjust the elevation setting of the front sight: make sure that the 

small punch or similar item, depress the front sight plunger. Gently, turn the sight the correct direction to change your point of 
impact on target. Small adjustments will result in noticeable point of impact changes on target. Make small sight changes and 

sight insert, you will need to turn the front sight one complete revolution per sight change to maintain the use of the insert. 
Caution: Do not leave your night insert in the forward position or it will give your position away.

Turning your front sight counterclockwise will cause your point of impact on target to go down. Turning your front sight 













Once all parts are clean and free of dirt, fouling, and solvent, you are ready to lubricate your firearm.

Note: The bore, chamber, and breech face, are to remain dry and free from lubrication, but they previously mentioned areas
should be kept wet with lubrication.

and back up iron.

A well lubricated firearm is recommended in nearly all environments.  If you are operating in conditions of extreme cold, 
make sure you are utilizing an arctic temperature compatible lubricant that will not freeze in the gun or make the gun 
sluggish.  If an arctic compatible lube is not available, no lubrication or dry lube is wiser.  Test your equipment under 
your use conditions to determine what works best.  If operating in very dirty, dusty or sandy conditions, lubrication is 
still recommended but more frequent cleanings of the firearm, ammunition, and magazines will be required, even if 
the firearm has not been fired.  Wet, hot, and humid conditions dictate the need for a well lubricated firearm which is 
frequently maintained.
Once all sliding surfaces are lubricated, proceed to the reassembly procedure.



Step 2:  After lubricating the bolt and gas rings, push the bolt all the way into the bolt carrier while rotating the bolt clockwise.  The 
rear of the bolt (the small diameter “tail”) goes in first.  Make sure the extractor is positioned to be on the ejection port side of the fire-

the firing pin does not fall out.

assembled bolt carrier unit in this position.



Step 4: After lubricating, place the charging handle inside the upper receiver.  The long hollow cavity on the stem of the 
handle should  be facing down.  Be sure to angle the handle into the upper receiver and align the tabs on the handle with the 

you hear them lock in place.



MC-3000



free of charge.













Piston Pushrod Gas System:

If your Carbine is equipped with the piston / push rod system gas rings are not required on the bolt inside the bolt carrier. Disassembly 

plug (on the front of the barrel’s gas block / front sight area) clockwise 1/4 turn after pushing in the plunger located on the gas system 

NOTE: The gas piston has two sets of holes, one set near each end of the piston.  One set of small holes and one set of larger holes.  

piston system is heavily contaminated and the piston and operating rod will not simply slide out of the op rod housing when the 
carbine is tipped muzzle downward, you can remove the bolt carrier unit from the rear of the upper receiver and push the piston and 

piston and op rod by cycling the carrier manually which will tap the piston forward with the op rod. Use a cloth to assure no parts 
are lost. There are three primary removable parts; the plug, the piston, and the op rod.  No gas rings or springs are required in this 
gas system.  Clean the components with a rag and solvent.  Make sure the gas holes in the piston are clear of dirt and carbon.  Swab 
out the operating rod housing, making sure not to lodge anything in the housing.  A quality cotton bore mop can be used.  Blow out 
the housing with spray cleaner and compressed air if available.  Inspect the inside of the housing to assure it is free of obstructions.  
Coat the op rod and piston with light gun oil, such as break free or milcom 3000 and reinstall WITH THE SMALL HOLES ON THE 

until the plug locks in place.



Adjustable Stock Adjustment Procedure:

The D&L adjustable stock is not meant to be quick adjustable.  It is meant to be adjustable to suite the size and dress of the operator, 
then to be locked in place to become a solid unit and remove all noise and movement.  To adjust, simply loosen the top two locking 
set screws one full turn each (on generation 1 stocks), and remove the two large stock cross bolts and round nuts completely (on 
generation 1 stocks. On generation 2 stocks, remove single large cross bolt).  Slide the stock butt into the desired position and re-bolt 
in place.  Loctite #242 can be added to the threads if needed.  If the stock butt piece is still tight on the buffer tube after cross bolts 

surface to collapse it, or tap it toward the rear with a rubber mallet to extend the stock.  No serious force is needed. Move the butt 
plate in small increments at a time, as the adjustment recesses are every 1/2 inch.  Only adjust the stock within its adjustment range, 
which is within the distance that both cross bolts can still be returned through the stock.

Non-Spring Loaded Buffer Stop/Lock:

spring loaded buffer stop post.  A stop post which is locked in place is a more durable design because it cannot spring free and lock 

buffer stop post, then it will spring forward so it can be removed.  A buffer which has half moon cuts allows the buffer to continue 
operation when there is contamination in the buffer tube.  It also allows the buffer to occasionally spring forward and partially out 








